Abstract-Most of existing approaches use only a single feature to represent an image for copy detection. However, a single feature is often insufficient to characterize the image content. Besides, with the exponential growth of online images, it's urgent to explore a way of tackling the problem of large scale. In this paper, we propose a feature fusion based hashing method which effectively utilize the correlation between two feature models and efficiently accomplish large scale image copy detection. To accurately map images into the Hamming space, our hashing method not only preserves the local structure of individual feature but also globally consider the local structures for all the features to learn a group of hash functions. The experiment results show that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques in both accuracy and efficiency.
D
UE to the exponential growth of online multimedia, copyright protection has become an urgent problem to be solved, which attracts lots of attention on content based copy detection (CBCD) [18] . CBCD systems perform the detection by processing content of raw multimedia, ignoring partial data and avoiding embedding digital watermarks or fingerprints into the original works [19] .
Traditional CBCD always extracts only one single feature to represent an image, which is always insufficient to characterize the content. Simultaneously utilizing multiple features which are complementation to each other is intuitively helpful for image representation. For example, local feature is less robust to the changes in cropping and global feature is sensitive to changes in contrast, brightness, scale, rotation, and so on. It is difficult, if not impossible, to find a single visual feature which is robust to all types of variations. Therefore, it is particularly important to exploiting multiple features for CBCD.
Apart from that, since current image copy detection always involves large scale of images, even globe feature results in large size of feature data, let alone local feature which contains much more information and requires larger payload size on both computation cost and storage cost. In such scenario, constructing efficient indexing structures to facilitate fast similarity search over large scale datasets is also important for online copy detection. Researchers have introduced hashing into the field of content based image copy detection, but existing algorithms still have several drawbacks like sematic loss, coding efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a feature fusion based hashing method, which effectively maximizes the correlation between
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two feature models and efficiently accomplish large scale image copy detection. The main idea are as follows:(1)adopts Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis(KCCA) to maximize the correlation between two kind of features; (2)adopts machine learning to construct an objective function and minimize it to generate neighborhood structure preserving hashing(NSPH) and apply corresponding hash function to the two features. The remainder of this paper is organize as follows. In Section 2, we review the state-of-the-art of feature fusion and hashing. In Section 3, We present the feature fusion algorithm and then construct an image copy detection framework. And then, in Section 4, extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Finally, we draw a conclusion in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Feature Fusion
Employing multiple features for multimedia applications aims to explore the way of fusing multiple futures derived from the same object. Typically, we can classify the current fusion methods into two categories according to when the features are fused.
One category combines the different search result-lists derived from different features, which are called late fusion. In [1] , D. F. Hsu etc. proposed Combinatorial Fusion Analysis (CFA) to fuse the rank lists of several score derived from calculating the statistic information of the original feature representation. Similarly, D. R. Kisku etc. [2] computed the matching scores of both local area feature (nose and mouth) and globe feature (whole face) and used the DempsterShafer Theory to determine whether the query face image belongs to a person or not. In [3] , a voting procedure is used to get final classification result based on the results of nearest neighbor classifiers applied to each module. The above late fusion strategies did not consider the individual character of different feature models, especially the inner correlation between them, making them not adequate for realistic application.
The other category integrates the features and their correlations at stage of generating features for search, which is called early fusion. X. Wan [4] constructed Feature Interaction Graph (FIG) , in which every feature is considered as a node and nodes are linked with edges which represent the Intra-type correlation between features of the same model and the Inter-type correlation between features of different models. S. Gundimada [5] tried to linearly construct a cost function in the form of weighted sum, and minimized it to get the final feature representation which is relatively similar with the inner structures of both two feature models.
B. Hashing
Hashing is a technique that generates compact hash code from the feature data to represent the main contents, and therefore can be used for image copy detection.Early hashing methods like LSH [15] , Multi-probe LSH [16] , Kernelized LSH [17] have the bottleneck of large space cost. To make the hash code more efficient and accurate, a few data-aware hashing methods have been proposed by introducing the machine learning tricks into the field of hashing to enhance the effectiveness of hash codes.
Tang etc. [6] develop a global method using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), which first convert image into a fixed-sized pixel array and then generate secondary image by rearranging pixels and applying NMF to produce a featurebearing hash code, after that, the fingerprint is coarsely quantized into binary string and scrambled to generate the image fingerprint.
Similarity Sensitive Coding (SSC) [10] and Forgiving Hashing (FgH) [11] adopts boosting approach, they first train AdaBoost classifiers with similar pairs of items as positive examples (and also non-similar pairs of items as negative examples in SCC), and then take the output of all (decision stump) weak learners on a given document as its binary code.
In addition, spectral hashing (SpH) [12] and self-taught hashing (STH) [13] are proposed and are considered as the state-of-the-art works [14] . However, these two methods both suffer overfitting problem since the operations of generating hash codes for traing data and hash function for test data are independently handled, which will lead to poor generalization ability.
III. FEATURE FUSION HASHING FOR IMAGE COPY DETECTION
A. Framework of Image Copy Detection
We propose an image copy detection framework illustrated in Figure 1 . It is composed of two stages called offline stage and online stage, the key point of which is to accomplish both correlation maximization and similarity preservation.
In offline stage, we first extract two kind of features derived from the same images, which are respectively de-
(n is the number of training images, p 1 and p 2 are the dimensionality of the two features respectively). Then the features are projected into two subspaces using Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis, obtaining the correlation-maximized feature representations matrices, which are respectively denoted by U = [u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ] ∈ R n×p and V = [v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ] ∈ R n×p (p is the dimensionality of the correlation-maximized features), and get two corresponding mapping matrices α ∈ R n×p and β ∈ R n×p . After that, the third step maps the features into binary codes denoted by H = [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ] T ∈ {1, −1} n×p (c is the length of the hash codes), which meets the requirements of similarity preservation. ... 
B. Correlation Maximization
Canonical correlation Analysis (CCA) [7] is a method of maximizing the correlating linear relationships between two multidimensional variables, which can be applied in information based tasks and in our natural selection. It can be seen as using two views of the same object to extract two similar representations, making it feasible to fuse two features and preserve as much semantic information as possible, the ideal case of which is the two result representations are totally the same.
In an attempt to increase the flexibility of the feature selection, kernelization of CCA (KCCA) is proposed to overcome the limitation of CCA, which maps the hypotheses to a higher-dimensional feature space and brings in improvement to the results.
Given two matrices X and Y , we define a new coordinate for Y by choosing a mapping direction w x and projecting X onto that direction. Similarly, we choose a mapping direction w y for Y . Then we get new matrices U and V :
To maximize the correlation between X and Y , we need to choose proper w x and w y to maximize the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient:
Using the definition of the covariance matrix, we can rewrite the covariance matrix C using the data matrices (of vectors) X and Y , which have the sample vector as rows, we obtain:
And the mapping directions can be rewritten as the projection of the data onto two direction α and β:
Substituting Eq.(3) and(4) into Eq.(2) we get:
Let K X = XX T and K Y = Y Y T be the kernel matrices corresponding to the two features. We get the transformation of Eq. (5):
The above maximization problem can be transformed to be a optimization problem:
By solving the corresponding Lagrangian problem of Eq. (7), the optimization problem can be solved by calculating a generalized eigenproblem to get w x ,w y and corresponding U, V .
C. Neighborhood Structure Preserving Hashing(NSPH)
To achieve fast similarity search, hashing is always used for indexing. A good semantic hashing should ensure the similarity preservation to guarantee its effectiveness, which means that semantically similar feature data should be mapped into similar codes in hamming space and vice verse. Here we construct an objective function and optimize it to achieve the similarity preservation.
Given a feature matrix Z = [z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ] ∈ R n×p (n is the number of training images, p is the dimensionality the feature), we want to get hash codes denoted by H = [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h c ] T ∈ {1, −1} n×c (c is the length of the hash codes). To exploit the local similarity structure of a feature, we construct a n × n similarity matrix S as
where N k (z) represents the set of k-nearest-neighbor of feature vector z. The Hamming distance between two binary codes h i and h j (corresponding to features z i and z j ) is given by the number of bits that are different between them. To ensure the similarity preservation, we seek to minimize the weighted average Hamming distance which represents the semantic loss
For the convenience of implementation for large scale dataset, we need to find a way to transform new feature data to binary hash code. Here we adopt the linear transformation as the hash function for simplicity of implementation and optimization, which is defined as:
Then we can learn hash mapping matrix W and bias term b by minimizing the empirical error of the hash function.
n×c makes the objective function to be an NP-hard problem, we relax that constraints to make the problem computationally solvable. After that, we construct a joint frame work which aims to minimize semantic loss and empirical error simultaneously. The final objective function turns out to be:
Where W 2 F is a regularization function, the constraint Y Y T = I is imposed to avoid trivial solution. φ and γ are parameters.What should be noted is minimizing the empirical error term
not only give a way to transform new feature data to binary hash code, but also mean globe information on training data, helping prevent the problem of overfitting and make the learning more robust.
To get the an optimal solution of the objective function, we need to first minimize the objective function with respect to W and b. Set the derivative of Eq. (11) with respect to b to zero, we have
Set the derivative of Eq. (11) with respect to W to zero, we have
Using the obtained result of Eq. (12), we transform Eq. (13) to be as follows.
where
T , it is obvious that A = A T and A = AA T . So we get
Let B = (ZAZ T + γI) −1 , it is obvious that B = B T , so W = BZAH and Z T W +1b−H = (AZ T BZA−A)H,then we transform the last part of the objective function as follows by applying the theory of trace optimization [8] :
Where C = A − AZ T BZA. Apart from that, the first part of the objective function can be transformed to be following formula:
Where N ii = n j=1 S ij ) and other elements are zero. Combine the Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), the objective function turn out to be:
Then H can be obtained by the c eigenvectors of (L + φB) corresponding to the c smallest eigenvalues. Once we got the hash code H of the correlation-maximized two features U and V in continuous domain, we concatenate and binarize them to get the feature fusion hash codeĤ.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment Setting
Our image dataset consists of 46,735 images, where 1000 images come from the COREL 1000 image database 1 , 15,128 Images are from the CEA CLIC database 2 , and the other 30,607 images come from the Caltech 256 database 3 . All these image databases are commonly used in the research of image processing, image retrieval and computer vision.
We randomly select 1000 images from the image dataset to be query images, and the rest are treated as non-copies. Using Stirmark, every query image is modified to generate 100 copies in the way of [9] . After that, the 100,000 copies are inserted into the image dataset for query image to search their copy.
B. Performance of the Proposed Method
Before the experiment, we need to define some equation for evaluation of the performance. Let R P be the number of true copies correctly assigned to the positive class, F P is the number of false copies incorrectly assigned to the positive class, and R N the number of true copies incorrectly rejected by the positive class. The precision and recall are defined as:
Then F1-measure, also called F1-score, is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
We first extract HSV and Local Binary Pattern(LBP) of all the images, which are globe feature and local feature respectively and can be considered as complementation to each other.To exhibit the performance of the proposed approach, we conduct a series of experiments among our method, STH, and SpH to test the accuracy, efficiency and effectiveness of our method. The parameters of our proposed method are set as follows: (1) k is set to be 5 when construct the similarity matrix; (2) φ, γ are tuned from 10 −6 , 10 −3 , 10 0 , 10 +3 , 10 +6 , and finally set as 10 0 , 10 −5 respectively. 1) Code Length Analysis: First, we explore the influences of code length on the retrieval performance by tuning the code length c from 4 to 80. Fig.2 shows the comparison results among NSPH(our method), STH, and SpH on HSV feature. Before reaching the peak, the F1-measure of proposed method is higher than SpH and STH. After reaching the peak respectively, the F1-measure of our method and STH decrease gradually while SpH hold its superiority. However, since long binary codes demand more memory and computation, the performance of long code length is not that important, so we set the code length to be 20 for further comparison experiment, and hence the code length of feature fusion hashing is 40. 2) Performance of Our Method: Fig.3 shows the accuracy comparison results among NSPH(our method), STH, and SpH on HSV feature in the form of Precision-Recall curve. It's obvious that NSPH outperforms SpH and STH, which mainly derives from that NSPH effectively decrease semantic loss in the process of hashing. Fig.4 shows the comparison results among feature fusion+NSPH(FF+NSPH), HSV+NSPH, LBP+NSPH, in terms of precision-recall curves for query images. It's obvious that feature fusion hashing outperforms single feature hashing, which mainly comes from that correlation maximization effectively fuse features of two complementary modality. Table 1 shows average time consumption for a query to search its copies in our image dataset(including both the time of getting hash code and search). Algorithms are run by Matlab on a Windows server with a 2.40 GHz quadcore Intel Xeon CPU and 12 GB of memory. Obviously, our method(FF+NSPH) takes longer time than other hashing methods, but is much more faster than Original HSV data. The phenomenon manly derives from the difference between original feature data and hash code. For hash code, calculating pairwise similarity only need to operate a XOR on the two hash codes and count the number of non-zero bits. However, for original feature data, we need to calculate the Euclidean distance between the two feature data, which is obviously much more time-consuming than the former. Besides, the time cost of those hashing methods are almost the same.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we propose a feature fusion based hashing for image copy detection. We perform extensive tests with the COREL 1000, CEACLIC and Caltech 256 dataset and our method shows good performance in terms of not only precision and recall but also efficiency. Future work will include apply another image features to see whether our method shows better performance, and further investigating the way of correlation maximization and neighborhood structure preservation that may improve CBCD in aspect of precision and recall, scalability, and so on.
